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Despite decades of teaching on the subject and specific warnings in the Old and New  
Testaments, the subversive Jezebel spirit continues to deceive many in the church. While  
Jezebel is recognized as the spirit of control, the reality and full purpose of this enemy  
encompass so much more. In The Spiritual Warrior’s Guide to Defeating Jezebel, Jennifer LeClaire 
picks up where most books on Jezebel leave off, offering a fresh, deeper perspective on this hot 
topic. 
 
Through Scripture, prophetic insight and practical experience, LeClaire roots out the underlying 
workings of this evil spirit. Jezebel uses manipulation and control as weapons, but these are only 
surface-level fruit. The devil’s deeper agenda, LeClaire explains, is idolatry and immorality. This 
guidebook shows readers how to identify the true enemy and engage in effective warfare. Here, 
Jennifer LeClaire gives spiritual warriors the real-world strategy and weapons needed to battle 
the Jezebel deception—and win.

“Using her anointed pen and powerful prophetic voice, Jennifer LeClaire  
provides us with insight, wisdom and instruction on how to recognize  

and deal with this deadly and dangerous foe.”
—David Ravenhill, author and teacher

“Jennifer not only opens the eyes of unaware believers;  
she equips them for war.”

—Marcus Yoars, editor, Charisma

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Jennifer LeClaire is a prophetic voice and teacher with a growing media ministry. She  
directs IHOP–Fort Lauderdale and serves as news editor of Charisma magazine. In  
addition, she writes one of Charisma’s most popular prophetic columns, “The Plumb Line,” 
and frequently contributes to Charisma’s Prophetic Insight newsletter. Her media ministry 
includes her website, 40,000 followers on Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and a growing  
newsletter list. She lives in south Florida. Learn more at jenniferleclaire.org.
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“Jennifer is lifting her 
voice against an  
ever-increasing  

demonic invasion  
in the church.”

—From the foreword, 
by Mike Bickle, director,  
International House of 

Prayer–Kansas City


